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- Technical
  - DNS-OARC
  - AMS-IX
  - RIPE NCC
  - IETF
- Government
  - Role & Responsibility
  - Political parties
- Policy & Governance
  - IGF
  - ICANN
  - CENTR
  - ITU
- Legal committee
  - NCSC
  - Madison Gurkha
  - Security
  - APWG
- Marketing & Communications committee
  - Technical committee
  - Registrar
- Association of Registrars
  - Netcraft
  - TNO
  - Innovation
  - Surfnet
  - TUE
- RIPE
- IANA
- NCC
- DNS Software devs
- DNS operators
Our challenges and how we deal with them

**Policy**
- Vastly different interests and opinions, registrars most involved
  - Consultations with the Association of Registrars
  - Domain name debates with local internet community
  - Market or panel research

**Technical**
- Fighting internet abuse (botnets, DDOS, spoofing)
- DNSSEC (validation) demands more knowledge from DNS Operators & LIC
  - Build direct contact with LIC and DNS Operators

**Governance**
- Ensure independence and legitimacy
  - Governance structure
  - Convenant with government
  - Be excellent and add value
Benefits & results

- Independent with adequate stakeholders’ influence
- Solid position, government support
- Recognition of our expertise and added value
- Broad collaboration on operational, technical and security themes